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The Legal Status of Engineering Companies

This paper examines the problem of the legal status
of engineering companies. In this regard, one
checks the compatibility of this type of company
with the regulations in law No.1815 of November 23,
1939, which regulates the practising of professional
activity; the conclusion is that these engineering
companies are legitimate.

In fact, we are dealing with companies that are set
up to offer third parties various, complex intellectual
work, and not simply companies formed of people offer-
ing their intellectual work.
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Dans eet exposé on considêre Ie problème de voir si la
constitution d'une société d'Engineering est licite.

On vérifie si eet état sociëtaire est compatible avec les
normes prévues par la loi du 23.11.1939 No. 1815, sur l'exerci-
ce d'activitës professionnelies et on cönclut en affinnantsque
ces sociëtês sont licites.

En fait, il ne s' agit pas de simples sociëtês de personnes four-
nissant une collaboration intellectuelle, mais plutöt de so-
ciétês constituées dans Ie but d'offrir aux tiers des servi-
ces disparates et complexes de collaboration intellectuelle.



The Legal Status of Engineering Companies

Today one hears more frequently about the hypothesis

that the carrying out of research, including that in the

nuclear field, should be entrusted to an engineering com-

pany, especially when dealing with the creation of "techno

logical structures"• This paper aims to examine, with re-

gard to this type of company, the problems regarding the

lawfulness of setting up an engineering company, to which

there is consequently tied the problem of the possible void

ing of contracts it has signed, should the unlawfulness

of this type of company be determined*

Industrial planning companies or engineering companies

conduct business by means of a complete organization of men

and means, including the work of professionals and others

who contribute intellectual work and who are company em-

ployees» The particular nature of the intellectual activity

doe» not prevent its constituting a component of a stabile

organization aimed at the production and exchange of goods

and services, i.e. a business company (1)« A situation is

created that is more entrepreneurial than professional,

(i) SANTORO-PASSARELLI, Nozioni di diritto del lavoro22,
Napoli, 19^9» page 65.
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since the structural apparatus of the company has a

function and role that predominates the activity of the

individual professionals who work within it and who col

laborate in the planning activity (1)• Their particular

professional status, in fact, is diminished and weakened

by the impact of their inclusion in a business-like si-

tuation (2),

In this regard, omitting for the moment an examina-

tion of the case in point of a research contract, two

fundamental questions arises the lawfulness of forming

such an engineering company and the possible voiding of

contracts it has signed, should this kind of company be

judged illegal.

It is therefore necessary to verify whether this

company status is compatible with the regulations contain

ed in law No. 1815 of November 23, 1939. It should be

pointed out, first of all, that the legal regulations

in force for consulting and technical assistance offices

(under law No.1815 of 1939) refer only to the activity

of so-called "protected professions", i.e. intellectual

(1) G.SCHIANO DI PEPE, Engineering e societa di progetta-
zione, in Auad. di Giur.Comm., Milano, 1977/1^» page
356 & as.

(2) PRET. 6EN0VA, February 20 1974 (order of remission to
the Constitutional Court), in Giur.Comm., 197^t I?r
page hh5.
SCHXANO DI PEPE, see above, page 355.
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professions for which art«2229 of the Civil Code requires

the due enrolment in special registers or lists on the

basis of qualifying documents or authorization and other

legal requirements» usually ascertained by boards, colle-

ges» or professional associations under State supervision

(i). For these activities» for which the law sanctions

the strictly personal nature of the professional activity

(cf.2232 of the Civil Code) art. 1 of law No.1815 of 1939

states that "parsons who» possessing the necessary quali-

fying documents or authorization for the practising of

specific activity under special provisions of law» form

associations for practising professional or other activity

for which they are qualified or authorized» must, in the

denomination of their offices or in relations with third

parties, us* exclusively the wording "planning» legal»

commercial» accounting» administrative, or tax office",

followed by the first and last names and professional

titles of the individual associates"• Notice of this

associated professional activity must also be given to

the trade union representing the individual associates

(art.1). Art .2 prohibits peremptorily—except for public

(i) Corte Cost., January 22, 1976, n.17» in Giur.Count.,
1976, II, page 1^6
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authorities or institutions and agencies created for the

internal organization of the company-- the practising

in an associative form of consulting and planning acti-

vity in general, unless conforming to the formalities in

art.1. In this manner, moreover, the setting up of cor-

porations whose purpose includes the carrying out of the

above-mentioned activity, is prevented (1)• These are

criminally punishable transgressions (art#7)»

The legal decisions that have dealt with this sub-

ject have, in general, affirmed the illegality of any

type of company that has as its object the practising in

an associative form of protected professions by means

other than those provided in the cited law, to avoid the

possibility of an individual practising a protected pro-

fession without the necessary qualifications (2).

Law No.1815 of 1939 has also been dealt with by the

Constitutional Court, which, however, has limited itself

to declaring unfounded the question of the constitutional

legitimacy of art.2 of the law No*1815 of November 23,

(1) Pret* Genova, February 20, 197*», in Giur.Comm., 1974,
II, page 443 & ss,

(2) Cass. July 4, 1974, N.I936, in Mass.6iur.lt., 1974,
526.
Cass., October 8, 1975, N.3193, in Mass.Giur.lt*,
1975, 913 (s.m.) App. Bologna, May 13 1975. in Riv.
dir.eomm., 1977» H » 21.
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1939t raised by the Lower Court Judge of Genoa in rela-

tion to art.41 of the Constitution (i).

In this regardv it should be emphasized that one

cannot equate companies consisting of several individuals

qualified for practising a given profession for carrying

out together said professional activity with companies

(formed of persons who could not possibly be professionals)

having as their object the organization of the intellectual

vork of employed professionals (2),

Ibis distinction, also underlined by a recent deci-

sion of the Court of Cassation (3)» permits us to identify

better the reasons behind the passing of law No*1815 of

1939.

The object of (and the prohibition set up by) this

law lies completely within the realm of a company of pro-

fessionals in the true sense, whether the ratio legis lies

in an attempt to avoid circumventing the regulations that

(1) Corte Cost,, January 22, 197<>, N, 17, in Giur.Comm.,
1976, n , page 143.

(2) F.GALGANO, Le aocieta di persone, in Trat. di Dir.Civ.
e comme diretto da A.Gicu e F.Messlneo, Milano, 1972,
page 26*
SANTONASTASO, Societa fra professionisti e societa di
progettazione Industriale, in Giur. Coram», 1976, II,
page 152 & s.

(3) Cass., July k, 197^, N.1936f in Mass.Giur.It., 197**,526.
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require particular authorization or qualification for

the practising1 of protected professional activity or

whether it lies in an attempt to avoid competition

judged to be improper between professionals, or even to

prevent, also to protect third parties, the practising

of such professions under equivocal or anonymous denomi-

nations*

The company purpose of the so-called industrial

planning companies appears, rather, to be outside law

No*1815* An example may serve to clarify what has been

said above • In the charter of a planning company (1),

one finds, in fact, that "the purpose of the company is

to study, plan, construct, and sell installations and

equipment for the chemical, petroliferous, petrochemical,'

engineering and nuclear industries, including; the study

of the basic project, the creation of work programs,

the preparation of drawings of the various installations

and«equipment, the acquisition of same from the various

suppliers and their subsequent supply, the assistance in

the construction of said installations and equipment in

the various factories from which they have been commission

ed, the installation and/or supervision of same, the

(1) Charter of the Foster Wheeler Company
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start-up and inspection of the installations, all on

behalf of itself or third parties."

The company purpose, as one can see, is indeed de-

tailed and complex, so much so that it requires for its

realization the use of an equally complex organizational

structure»

It is therefore evident that we are faced with a

situation that is quite different from that referred to

in Law No* 1815 of 1939—an actual situation in which an

individualistic conception of the practising of profes-

sional activity in general, and engineering activity

specifically, appears to be decidedly inadequate for the

particular goals of industrial planning» This can not

in fact be entrusted to individual professionals or

technical offices which would maintain a clearly persona-

listic stamp, but, on the contrary, necessitates a complex

organization of people and means that only an activity

structured on an entrepreneurial basis could guarantee (i)«

Therefore, it does not appear possible that a company

of the type described above could carry out an activity

that is in any way comparable to that of professionals,

(1) Pret«Genova, February 20, 197**» in Giur.Comm»,
II, page kk5 & s.
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whether individuals or associates*

As was justly pointed out by the doctrine (1) as well

as a decision of the Lower Court Judge of Genoa (2) in the

area of planning companies, it is not the practising of

the professional activity in itself that is called into

question, but rather the product of this activity: the plan

for an installation, a technological study, an economic

analysis, etc» Hie intellectual activity that is performed

on an employee basis is absorbed in an absolutely preponde-

rant organizational dimension in which it necessarily loses

the connotation of the intellectual profession» In the

latter, the organizational element is always secondary to

the intellectual work typical of the professional, jHhereas

in the planning company the situation is reversed: the work

of the professional is secondary to the organization, which

becomes the true fulcrum of industrial-like activity that

is carried out by means of that which has been defined as

(1) C.STOLFT, Struttura e natura giuridica della societa
di professionisti, in Rv» di dir#comm«, Milano, 1975,
I, page 99 * s,

(2) A.LANZA, Societa fra professionisti per l'esercizio
impersonale dell'attivita intellettuale (verso la no-
dificazione dell'art.2232 C.C.), in Riv.soc., 1971,
page 759»

SANTONASTASO," cited work, page 146 & s., page 153.

(2) Pret.Genova, July 16, 1977, in Giur,Comm#f 1978, II,
243.
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"technostructures"» From what has been said, it is clear

that the new economic and social reality constituted by

engineering companies could be approved or criticized on

economic or social ground,' but they can not be substantial

ly denied and/or come under --on legal ground— judicial

schemes and concepts that have little to do with them (1)«

If, in fact, one changes the focus to examine the profile

of the company formed to use the intellectual work of

third parties, i,e« of the employees of the company, one

realizes that one is faced not with a company made up of

individuals performing intellectual work, but with a

company formed to offer intellectual service by third

parties, so that the entrepreneur is not the party who

offers third parties the various intellectual services,

but the opposite! the entrepreneur mediates between those

who offer their own intellectual services and those who

(1) £• SCREAM) DI PEPE," cited work, page 358 & s.

G.SCH2AN0 DI PEPE, La societa di professionisti,
impresa professionals e societa fra professionisti,
Milano, 1977, page 188 & s.

FANTOZZI, Note sulla liceita della Societa fra pro
fessionisti dopo la sentenza della Corte Cost., in
Giur« Cost», 1976, I, page 16OO,
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request intellectual service (1).

This results in the complete lawfulness of said

companies, with the consequent validity of the contracts

they undertake»

(1) F.SANTONASTASO, cited work/ page 153

F.GALGANO, cited work,' page 26

BUONOCORE, Societa di progettazione e societa fra
professionisti, in Giur, Coimn., 1979» II» page 578,


